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Joint Space Redundancy Resolution of Serial Link Manipulator: An
Inverse Kinematics and Continuum Structure Numerical Approach
Abstract- Automatic control to any of robot manipulators, some kind of issues are being observed.
A numerical method for solution generation to the inverse kinematics problem of redundant robotic
manipulators is presented to obtain the smoothest algorithm as possible, leading to a robust
iterative method. After the primary objective of the reachability of end-effectors to the target point
is achieved, the aim is set to resolve the redundant degrees of freedom of redundant manipulator.
This method is numerically stable since it converges to the correct answer with virtually any initial
approximation, and it is not sensitive to the singular configurations of the manipulator. In addition,
this technique is computationally effective and able to apply for serial manipulators with any DOF
applications. A planar 3R-DOF serial link redundant manipulator is considered as exemplar
problem for solving. Also, the continuum approach for resolving more complex structure with
variable DoF is illustrated here and their brief applicability to support surgeries and adaptive use
of artificial linkage moments is also calculated.
Keywords- inverse kinematics; DLS system; redundancy resolution; redundant manipulator;
continuum structure; manipulator positioning

I. Introduction
Redundant manipulators have more kinematic DOFs than those are required to span a task space,
producing an under‐constrained problem. In the case of two‐dimensional planar manipulation with
both position and orientation targets, this means that a manipulator has four or more degrees of
freedom, allowing a large number of manipulator joint‐space solutions for a given task space
position and orientation. The redundant manipulators have to face lack of solution uniqueness.
In the last 250 years, continuum mechanics filaments are been reinvented numerous times in recent
past. Euler examined these objectives in eighteenth-century and later in nineteenth-century
Kirchhoff and Clebsch gauged these objectives, and in early twenty century, F. and E. Cosserat
presented his nonlinear theory regarding rods.
II. Literature work
Since the beginning of robotics, since the evolution of robotics and built of robot Inverse
kinematics algorithms are a major concern for a generation of differential paths. To overcome this
issue, analytical methods were the most popular methods. Often, a unique solution does not always
exist, and then it becomes necessary to find an alternate solution. The most extensively used
methods are the numerical ones, however, there are several methods related to learning, neural
networks are available [1], interval methods [2], or distance associated [3]. On control-based
methods, the first approaches were developed in the 60s-70s, when
Whitney [ 4 ] used the pseudo-inverse of a matrix for solving the problem. However other
methods like Jacobian transpose, relatively faster, were also used. Earlier in the 1980s, with the
developing computational capabilities of computers, Baillieul[5] presented an extended Jacobian,
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considered more distinctive computationally, with second-order derivatives which was further
developed in 1995[6]. Also in the 80s, the manipulability index was introduced by Yoshikawa
[7] and optimizing parameter for a redundant robot. Some techniques of avoiding discontinuities
on the singularities by damping/ filtering the Jacobian Matrix are discussed in [8, 9]. Many ways
of improving the performance of these algorithms have been proposed. Siciliano and Slotine
presented in 1991 away to prioritize various tasks [ 9 , 1 0 ] and analyzed the damping of the
Jacobian to avoid the discontinuity of the pseudo-inverse operator for the rank deficient Jacobian
matrix with its alternatives[11].
Hirose and substitutes arose the concept study of snake structured robots at the beginning of the
1970s[12, 13]. Then after such snakelike locomotive systems[14] are designed and developed for
search-and-rescue types of operations[15, 16]. Elastic-filament type of manipulators are mainly
used in orienting and positioning of objects, also used for carrying nasal and throat type surgeries
[17, 18]. Continuum[19, 20] and concentric elastic types of tube robotics [21] have introduced for
variability in jobs comprising medical techniques. Hyper-redundant manipulators are also
introduced in satellite servicing and inspection to be used in nuclear power plants.
Continuum manipulators gained popularity in nearby years[15][17] including grasping
applications [22, 23]. Often, researchers in this field point to as the starting point for the study of
such manipulators.
The continuous backbone curves are applicable either for hyper-redundant manipulators having
discrete or continuous (aka continuum) morphologies. For continuing the research interest problem
bio-inspired type structures like tentacles [20, 21] and Locomotion operations [3, 25, 26] can be
used.
Using a medical point of interpretation these teleoperated surgical robotics able to provide a better
and precise motion simulation of instrumentation for variable controlling capabilities [27] [28].
Whereas in general robotics working principally requires operating space in the large-spectrum,
needs to be rigid and positioned tip. Hence, tending towards evident invasive surgery, it requires
more trending areas which are challenging, delicate and circuitous to be done in an open approach
[29, 30]. For such results development of manipulators in the smaller size, access difficult terrain
and moving in crucial pathways in surgery operations with dexterity [31, 32]. A brief introduction
of such robot applications and motion complexities illustrated here. The continuum robot’s multibackbone structure consists of relatively constrained and parallel elastic elements (mainly tubes or
rods) in an explicit manner.
Simaan et. Al.[15, 16] accumulated the designs theories consisting of central and secondary
backbone/bending sec. proving taper using spacer and corner fixed to disks of sections[33].
The Concentric-tube type of robots is developed using internally nested pre-curved elastic tubes
where base to each can be liable to rotate and transverse for proving the differential structure of
robots. They are mainly made up of NiTi alloy (also acts as shape memory polymer) at super
elastic constituent phase through which desired forms can be gained by providing heat constituents
before the concentric assembly of tubes [34-36].
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For structurally dynamic mechanism stiffness and robot range and design, motion is considered.
Here workspace and linked stiffness must be kept large to make the movement for conquering
destination and adequate forces can be imparted to accumulate the required results on the provided
payload [37].
Although its actuation is termed under intrinsic and extrinsic, in lieu of type of motion and forces
applied, for actuation to provide motion within structure intrinsic and to provide structure actuation
with forces tor transmitting mechanical bodies’ extrinsic type is used [38]. This can be provided
using electromagnetic motors by translating base of cable to the outside of manipulator (extrinsic)
and shortening or shrinking of each cable length providing shape memory properties (intrinsic type)
[39].
Energy methods are also important criteria applicable in the number of purposes under the
continuum approach [40, 41]. Minimizing elastic potential is an important constituent in hyper
redundancy (Euler Lagrange energy equations) for the continuous framework.
Invasive surgery mainly relies on surface interaction anatomy and imagining [42, 43]. A transition
has done between firm endoscopes providing high visualization and flexibility using bending tips
at lower visualization [44]. Da-Vinci surgical which are highly definitive is prioritize by surgeons
for important depth mechanics consideration [45]. For delivering instrumental safety to operative
patient manipulator compliance is a very important aspect in designing and considerations [46, 47].
But in case of contact forces for tissues contact forces and moments for robot deflection for
drawing anatomical aspects in motion planning for elimination of uneven and non-desirable
deflections[3, 25].
Later by viably validate the desired parameters and later simulation, the addition of man-made or
nature-inspired materials can be introduced in the fabrication of such parts [37, 48] Although this
approach shows much resemblance in squid tentacle simulation and their motion studies where
connecting tissue parameters can be replaced with rubber and EAP type artificial muscles[49].
III. Methodology of Inverse Kinematics
1. The transformation between Two Adjacent Frames
i− 1

In this convention, each homogeneous transformation Ti (homogeneous transformation of
frame i [1-58] with respect to frame {i-1}) is represented as a product of four basic transformations:
i− 1

Ti (qi ) = Rot(θi , Zi−1 ) ∙ Trans(di , Zi−1 ) ∙ Trans(ai , Xi ) ∙ Rot(αi , Xi ) (2.1)
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1.1 Numerical Solution of the Inverse Kinematic Problem
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The project work is completely based on numerical computation methods in MATLAB. In most
practical situations manipulators are redundant. In such cases, the closed-form solution is not
possible. Therefore, the methods are iterative. The most common method Newton-Raphson
method is adopted here.
In the iterative technique, we solve the kinematic equations
x = f(q)
f(q) – x = 0
F(q) = 0
( assume f(q) – x = F(x))
For variables q, we start with an initial guess
q∗ = q + δq
For the guessed joint variables, we can determine the configuration of the end-effector frame using
the forward kinematics.
𝐹 ∗ = 𝐹(𝑞 ∗ )
The difference between the calculated configuration using forward kinematics and the target
configuration.
Initial angle 𝜃

Difference between the configuration
calculated T(θ(i) ) with the forward
kinematics and the target configuration,
called error ( eሬԦ ).
(i)
eሬԦ = J((θ)(i) )Δθ(i)

||T൫θ(i) ൯||<𝜖

Update joint angle valuesθ =
(i)

θ + J −1 (θ(i) ) eሬԦ .

Calculate joint angle changes
(i)

eሬԦ = J((θ)(i) )Δθ(i)

Terminate algorithm,
solution found

Fig. 1: Diagram of the Newton‐Raphson Algorithm used for IK Calculations
1.1.1 Pseudo-inverse method
In the above algorithm in step 5 while updating joint angle values inverse of the jacobian matrix
is required to be calculated. The inverse can be defined only for an invertible matrix i.e. the square
and nonsingular matrix. The extension of inverse operation for non-singular matrices is known as
the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse or pseudo-inverse. If A is invertible, then the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse is equal to the matrix inverse.
Mathematical formula:
From forward kinematics of robot manipulator, we have
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J∆θ =eሬԦ
The pseudo-inverse method can be derived as follows:
J T J∆θ = J T eሬԦ
After solving inverse kinematics to find required joint angles, we can write
∆θ = J + eሬԦ
J + = J T ( J J T )−1

Fig. 2: 3R Planar Manipulator [14]

Table 1 : DH Parameter Table for 3R Planar Manipulator
Link No. / Joint No
(i)
1
2
3

0

T1=

1

cos1
sin 
1

 0

 0

cos 2
T2 = sin  2
 0

 0

2

cos 3

T3 = sin  3




0
0

Joint Parameter
θi
θ1
θ2
θ3

− sin 1

0

cos1

0

0
0

1
0

l1 cos1 
l1 sin 1 
0 

1 

− sin  2

0

cos 2

0

0
0

1
0

− sin  3

0

cos 3

0

0
0

1
0

l 2 cos 2 
l 2 sin  2 

0

1

l3 cos 3 
l3 sin  3 

0

1


Link Parameter
di
0
0
0

ai
l1
l2
l3

αi
0
0
0
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0

T3 =0 T1 ∙1 T2 ∙2 T3
The equation gives a transformation matrix of end-effector’s frame w.r.t base frame. Hence
last column vector of this transformation matrix gives coordinates of end-effector in
Cartesian space.
Co-ordinates of end-effector
x = l1 cos(θ1 )+l2 cos(θ1 +θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )
y = l1 sin(θ1 ) +l2 sin(θ1 +θ2 )+l3 sin(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )

=

∂T1

∂T1

∂T1

∂θ
[∂T1
2

∂θ2
∂T2

∂θ3
]
∂T2

∂θ1

∂θ2

∂θ3

∂T1
∂θ1
∂T1
∂θ2
∂T1
∂θ3
∂T2
∂θ1
∂T2
∂θ2
∂T2
∂θ3

x
T
T(θ) = [y] = [ 1 ]
T2
∂T
𝐽 =∂θ

= −l1 sin(θ1 ) −l2 sin(θ1 +θ2 )−l3 sin(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )
=−l2 sin(θ1 +θ2 )−l3 sin(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )
=−l3 sin(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )
= l1 cos(θ1 )+l2 cos(θ1 +θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )
= l2 cos(θ1 +θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )
= l3 cos(θ1 +θ2 +θ3 )

Taking each link of 3R planar redundant manipulator equal to 2 units.
l1 = 2 units
l2 = 2 units
l3 = 2 units
The workspace of the manipulator is a circular plane of radius 6 units.
Taking a base frame of the manipulator as origin, inverse kinematics can be solved for each
point in the workspace.
Consider a point (2,4) within the workspace and if we solve for corresponding joint angles
of manipulator links, the algorithm converges iteratively and finally, we get solution as:
First joint angle θ1 = 88.41
Second joint angle θ2 = - 88.36
Third joint angle θ3 = 91.61
All angles are in degree.
The pseudo-inverse method performs well inside the workspace.
It converges to the given target point (2, 4) iteratively as shown in the figure 3:
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Fig. 3: Rate of Convergence of Inverse
1.1.2 Kinematics Algorithm Using Pseudo-inverse method
This method performs poorly near singular configurations due to instability as shown in
figure no. 4:

Fig. 4: Oscillating behaviour of Inverse Kinematics
Algorithm near singularities

Damped least-squares using Singular value decomposition
For the investigation of damped least square methods Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
comes out as a powerful technique.
A singular value decomposition of J comprises of stating J as representation
J = UDV T
Where U and V are orthogonal matrices and D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries σi .
The singular value decomposition of J mainly subsists and entails that J can be represented as
r

∑ UD V T
i=0

Hence on simplification, we get the final damped least square solution in the form
σi
T
∆θ = ( ∑ri=0 σ 2 +λ
) eሬԦ
2 vi ui
i

σ

i
At singular configuration σi = 0. But still due to the term σ 2+λ
2 , ∆θ is defined and is equal to
i

zero. Hence even at singular configurations Damped least square method gives stable results.
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Example:
Consider the previous example, since the point (2, 4) is in the interior of the workspace algorithm
converges rapidly to reach the target point as shown in figure 5:

Fig. 5: Rate of Convergence of Inverse Kinematics
Algorithm Using the DLS method
1.2 Effect of varying damping constant (λ) on the algorithm:
On increasing the value of λ, the convergence rate of the algorithm slows down. Hence
computational time increases. This implies that no. of iterations also increases.
Now we will consider a particular point in the workspace and observe the behavior of the algorithm
for different damping constants. Suppose the target point is to be reached at point (2, 4).
1. For λ = 0,

Fig. 6: Rate of Convergence of Inverse for λ= 0
1.2.1 Kinematics Algorithm Using the DLS method for λ= 0
When damping constant λ = 0, the algorithm converges after 565 iterations as shown in figure 6.
2. For λ = 1,

Fig. 7: Rate of Convergence of Inverse for λ= 1
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1.2.2 Kinematics Algorithm Using the DLS method for λ= 1
When damping constant λ = 1, the algorithm converges after 707 iterations (Figure 7).
1.2.3

For λ = 5,

Fig. 8: Rate of Convergence of Inverse Kinematics
Algorithm Using DLS method for λ= 5
When damping constant λ = 5, the algorithm converges after 2779 iterations as shown in
figure 8.
1.2.4 For λ = 10,

Fig. 9: Rate of Convergence of Inverse Kinematics
Algorithm Using the DLS method for λ = 10
When damping constant λ=10, the algorithm converges after 9105 iterations as shown in figure
9.

Fig. 10: Graph between damping constant (λ), distance from target point (error ‘e’)
and no. of iterations in Damped Least Square Method
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Fig. 11: 3-D Plot of Convergence Rate with Varying Damping Constant
IV.
Redundancy Resolution
Redundancy resolution involves the use of manipulation systems which have more kinematic
degrees of freedom than required to span a task space, producing an under‐constrained problem.
In the case of two‐dimensional planar manipulation with both position and orientation targets, this
means that a manipulator has four or more degrees of freedom.
1. Manipulability Function
Manipulability is the ability of a robotic mechanism in the positioning and is the orientation of the
end-effector. Mathematically, manipulability (developed by Yoshikawa) can be expressed as [5]
Manipulability (m) = √det ( J. J T )
2. Maximization of Manipulability of 3R Planar Manipulator
Considering a three degree of freedom planar redundant manipulator having three links with 2
units’ length each.
Here joint variable (q) is joint angle (θ).

As we know the jacobian matrix
J=

∂T1

∂T1

∂T1

∂θ
[∂T1
2

∂θ2
∂T2

∂θ3
]
∂T2

∂θ1

∂θ2

∂θ3

∂T1 ∂T2
∂θ1 ∂θ1
∂T1 ∂T2
JT =
∂θ2 ∂θ2
∂T1 ∂T2
[∂θ3 ∂θ3 ]
𝐴11 𝐴12
T
Objective function w(θ) = det ( J J ) = |
|
𝐴21 𝐴22
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∂T

=|

2

∂T

2

2

∂T

∂T

(∂θ1 ) + (∂θ1 ) + (∂θ1 )
1

2

3

∂T1

∂T2

∂T1

∂T2

1

1

2

2
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∂T

∂T

(∂θ ) (∂θ ) + (∂θ ) (∂θ ) + (∂θ1 ) (∂θ2)
3

3

∂T

∂T

∂T

∂T

∂T

(∂θ1 ) (∂θ2 ) + (∂θ1 ) (∂θ2 ) + (∂θ1 ) (∂θ2 )
1
1
2
2
3
3
|
∂T2 2
∂T2 2
∂T2 2
(∂θ ) + (∂θ ) + (∂θ )
1

2

3

∂T1 2
∂T1 2
∂T1 2
) +(
) +(
)
𝐴11 = (
∂θ1
∂θ2
∂θ3
2
=൫l1 sin(θ1 ) + l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ +(l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 ) +l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 +
θ3 ))2 (l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))2
∂T

∂T

∂T

∂T

∂T

∂T

A12= A21= (∂θ1 ) (∂θ2 ) + (∂θ1 ) (∂θ2) + (∂θ1) (∂θ2 )
1

1

2

2

3

3

= [{൫l1 sin(θ1 ) + l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 )+ l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ × (l1 cos(θ1 ) + l2 cos(θ1 +
θ2 ) + l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))} . {൫l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ . {(l2 sin(θ1 +
θ2 ) +l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )) × (l2 cos(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))} (l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 +
θ3 )) × (l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))]2
∂T

2

∂T

2

∂T

2

A21= (∂θ2 ) + (∂θ2 ) + (∂θ2 )
1

2

3

2

=൫l1 cos(θ1 ) + l2 cos(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ +(l2 cos(θ1 + θ2 )) . cos(θ1 +
θ2 + θ3 ))2 + (l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))2
w(θ) = (l1 sin(θ1 ) + l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ) +(l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 ) +l3 sin(θ1 +
θ2 + θ3 ))2 + (l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))2 )2 × [൫l1 cos(θ1 ) + l2 cos(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 +
2

θ2 + θ3 )൯ +(l2 cos(θ1 + θ2 ) +l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))2 + (l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))2]
− [ {൫l1 sin(θ1 ) + l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ × (l1 cos(θ1 ) + l2 cos(θ1 +
θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))}൫l2 sin(θ1 + θ2 )+l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ + {(l2 cos(θ1 +
θ2 )+l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ))} . ൫l3 sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯ × ൫l3 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 )൯]2 .{1}
∂w(q)
∂θ1
∂w(q)
z=
∂θ2
∂w(q)
{ ∂θ3 }
Here the aim of redundancy resolution is to maximize objective function i.e. manipulability.
So inverse kinematics equation for redundancy resolution in the sense of manipulability
maximization becomes
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∂w(q)
∂θ1
∂w(q)
Δθ = J + eሬԦ + ( I − J + J ).
∂θ2
∂w(q)
{ ∂θ3 }
Manipulability is the function of three joint angles θ1 , θ2 andθ3 .
V.

Output and Observations
A 3-R planar manipulator can reach at a point within the workspace with several possible
configurations. For example, to reach the point (2,5) end-effector may have various
configurations as shown in Figure 12:

Fig. 12: Various Configurations of 3-R Planar Manipulator for a Target Point
Out of all possible configurations the best solution using damped least-square method is as shown
in Figure 13:

Fig. 13: Maximum Manipulability Configuration
Among all possible configurations for target point (2, 5), the above configuration of manipulator
has maximum manipulability as shown in Figure 3.2. In the case of 3R redundant manipulator,
there always exist two configurations for one manipulability value.
VI.
Continuum Approach for slender structures
The physical structure of such structure can be illustrated using the backbone curve having a
form of:
𝑡

𝑥(𝑡) = ∫ [1 + 𝜀(𝜏)]𝑅(𝜏)𝑒1 𝑑𝜏
0
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Where t ε [0, 1], and e1 = [1, 0, 0]T where T depicts transpose function. R(𝜏)e1 represents tangent
vector, relative to 3x3 rotation matrix, R(𝜏) ε BO(3) for given values.
If a link interprets itself as a prismatic joint, then the degree though extent degree through it can
be drawn represented as
𝑑𝑥
= [1 + ε(t)]𝑅(𝑡)e1
𝑑𝑡
Where magnitude of ||dx/dt || = 1+ε(t), where,
ε(t) ≡ 0 and t is curve parameter. For redrawing the restricted curve using spline curve form using
𝑙

𝑥(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 Φ𝑖
𝑘=1

Here shape function (Φ𝑖 ) through limit l to be equal to the degree of freedom for performing the
task of certain operations. For restricting intrinsic parameters while observing realistic physical
structure in slender shape mode to restrict in modal form, the planer equation represented as
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝛼(τ)
)
R(τ)e1 = (
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝛼(τ)
Here α is correlated with plane curvature under generalized formulation
𝛼(𝜏) = [𝜖(𝜏) + 1]𝜆(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
Shows exemplary solution of the initial point (at 𝜖(𝜏) = 0) equations can be evaluated as,
𝜑1 = 2𝜋 cos 2𝜋𝜏 and 𝜑2 = 2𝜋 sin 2𝜋𝜏
Resulting in,
1

Ω1 = ±([𝑘0−1 [𝑥𝑒2 + 𝑦𝑒2 ]2 ]]2 − [𝑘𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑥𝑒 + 𝑦𝑒 )2 ]1/2
Ω2 = 𝑘𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑥𝑒 + 𝑦𝑒 )
1. Curve fitting:
The curve fitting for the real manipulation devices moves with the information regarding
orientation, path curves, and references at initial and final positions to arm respectively. So
the required curves follow the movement as
𝑐(𝑡) = ൫𝑅(𝑡); 𝑥, 𝑦(𝑡)൯𝜖𝑂(𝜀) ∗ ℝ3
Where O(3) forms set of all group pair( Special Euclidian). The position and orientation are
represented as
𝑐(𝑡)𝑇 𝑅(𝑡𝑖+1 ) = ൫𝑅(𝑡)𝑇 𝑅(𝑡𝑖+1 )൯[𝑅(𝑡)𝑇 ]
While interpreting such equations into 4x4 matrix homogeneous form, it may be drawn as
𝑅 𝑥
𝐽(𝑅, 𝑥) = ( 𝑇
)
𝑂
1
Such that,
𝜔 = (𝑅. 𝑅 𝑇 )
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, Ω𝑥 = 𝑤𝑋𝑥, explaining through example,
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 0 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 0 0
𝐽(𝑐) = ( 0
0
1 𝑧)
0 1
0
0
So,
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0
0 0
0
0 0
𝜃
1 𝑧) = 0
0 1
0
𝑧

0 −𝜃
𝜔
𝜃 0
( )=( 0 0
𝑣
0 0

2. Langarian Method:
For Langarian formulation motion equation can be formulated for n no. of DoF is,
𝑑 𝛿𝑇
𝛿𝑇 𝛿𝑉
( )−
+
=𝜁
𝑑𝑡 𝛿Φ
𝛿Φ 𝛿Φ
Where T is kinetic and V is the potential energy of Φ n′ 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠.
A take the case in the coordinate-free atmosphere, the snake-like structure formulated as,
𝑡1

𝐽 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑔: 𝑔−1 𝑔: 1)𝑑𝑡
𝑡2

Can also be represented through 4x4 matrix structure.
Such that, in 𝐸𝑖′ representing directional derivative and 𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑛 represents dimensional structure
constants, fixed at any given Ω structure
𝑚

[𝐸𝑖 , 𝐸𝑗 ] = ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑛 𝐸𝑚
𝑛=1

Though, n=4 in O (3) is
1
0
𝐸1 = (0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
−1
0)
1

1
0
𝐸2 = (−1
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0)
1

1
0
𝐸3 = (0
0

0
1
0
−1

0
0
1
0

0
0
0)
0

0
0
𝐸4 = (0
0

0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 1 0)
0 0 1

So the derivative O (3) and function f(r)= r11, so the derivative computed as,
𝑑 𝑇
𝑒 𝑅(Ι + 𝑡𝐸1 )𝑒1 ||𝑡..𝑛 = 𝑒1𝑇 𝑅𝐸𝑤 = 0
𝑑𝑡 1
In globally optimize the combination problem and rearranging the global optimality through 𝜃(t)
= 𝜃 𝑏 (𝑡) + 𝜀(𝜏) where 𝜀(0) = 𝜀(1) in the main equation can be interpreted as
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1
1 1
1 𝑇
1 1
2
𝑇
∫ ||𝑏 + 𝜀̇|| 𝑤. 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑎 𝑤𝑎 + 𝑎 𝑤 ∫ 𝜀̇𝑑𝑡 + ∫ ||𝜀̇||2 𝑤𝑑𝑡
2 0
2
2 0
0

3. Curve Formulation:
Curve re-parameterization and optimal roll distribution arc length –wise parameterized using
curve x(s) where s lies in boundaries s ∈ [0, 1], and frames depicting Frenet–Serret apparatus. If
Frenet frames denoted as (FT(s), x(s)), then a novel set containing smooth evolving reference are
(P(t), x(t)) = (FT t(s) R1(θ(t(s))) in the main equation can be interpreted as
1 1 1
1 1
𝐹𝑇 = ∫ { 𝑟 2 𝑠𝑟൫𝑃̇𝑃𝑇̇ ൯ + 𝑥̇ . 𝑥} 𝑑𝑡 = ∫ {𝑟 2 𝜅 2 (𝑠) + 1}𝑠̇ + 𝑟 3 (𝜏(𝑠)𝑟̇ + 𝜃)2 ) 𝑑𝑡
2 0 2
2 0
VII. Issues under the implementation of generated mechanisms:
While generating possible and recognizable limits of the robotic arm still many limitations will be
there to overcome in the next trends of researches are as follows
1. Permitting manipulator movement from one position to another may not be possible in realtime applications as obstacles and eminent parts play an important role in obstructions.
2. Programming v/s movement feedback will be observed on continuous fashion to avoid lagging
in robotic manipulator placements.
3. Manipulability of arm to be examined and more simulation experiments to be carried out using
feedback and tactile sensors for augmenting usability of a generated algorithm in industrial
applications.
4. Graphical results in MATLAB represents changes in orientation and validation to such results
needs verifications according to positioned specific motion taken for validations.
5. Standard algorithms can be possessed using these validated results on a wider fashion according
to requirements using Robotic simulators.
6. Using continuum approach complex paths can be simplified, thus programming helps in
attaining variable modes in lesser duration.
7. Matrix simulation of such achieved parameters came linked, thus output position can be
calculated.
VIII. Conclusions:
While deriving such algorithms following conclusions can be made:
1. An idea to generalizing 3R movement of any arm shortest path selection can be achieved.
2. Examining various parameters here, for DLS simulations other dynamic simulations can be
done using these algorithms changing their parameter variability.
3. Redundancy and manipulability can be attained in the precise way of consuming these
algorithms.
4. Converting experimented and simulated results into programmable technique lead to the mature
better simulator with path optimization and calculative structures.
5. Continuum approach makes the notation more complex as many indicative parameters are
cross-linked, making the algorithm difficult to understand.
6. We can replace the simulated parameters with human-made and later examine the gathered
results.
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